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2.

C.2.1 [COMPUTER-COMMUNICATION NETWORKS]: Network Architecture and Design—Network communications, Network
topology; C.4 [PERFORMANCE OF SYSTEMS]: Reliability,
availability, and serviceability

Figure 1 shows the ECDC architecture in a simple data center
scenario. On the right we see the servers hosting the customers’
virtual infrastructures. They are organized in racks with a top of
the rack switch each. The entry point into the network from the
service side are the virtual switches integrated into the hypervisor
of each server. On the left we see two types of customers that are
connecting to the data center network from the customer side, i.e.
the Internet. The type A customer is a private home user who wants
to use an entertainment service, e.g. video streaming, hosted by a
service provider as a virtual infrastructure in rack B and C in the
data center. The type B customer is a business user who uses a
business application set up by his company in the data center, e.g.
a virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI). As both types of customers
have different demands and requirements, their trafﬁc is kept in
separate VLANs in the data center network to be able to manage
them independently. The connectivity for type A customers is represented by red lines, for type B green lines are used. Packets are
tagged at the entry switch into the data center network. The network itself is OpenFlow-enabled [3]. Forwarding decisions for all
network elements, i.e. access, edge, and hypervisor switches are
handled by a central entity - the OpenFlow controller (OFC). The
control connection for each network element is established via a
physically isolated management network. This network also connects the controller, OpenFlow switches, physical servers, and environmental sensors to the central data center management entity the management station. The management station queries monitoring information on CPU-, network-, and memory-load, as well as
power consumption from the connected devices via SNMP. Armed
with this host of information, the management station generates
the appropriate network policy for the OFC, distributes virtual ma-
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) is one of the prevalent business models in cloud computing and has generated much customer
interest over the past few years. An IaaS provider offers the temporary deployment and maintenance of a custom virtual host and
network infrastructure to its customers on which arbitrary applications can be run and/or hosted. Providers of such a service face
several challenges in their data centers. One of the main issues is
the inherent heterogeneity of systems and applications from different customers. As a result, a variety of different load and trafﬁc
patterns has to be handled by the same data center infrastructure.
There are two ways to remedy this. The ﬁrst is the classical approach of overprovisioning to sustain a constant service quality.
This is usually very inefﬁcient and only open to companies with a
huge budget and a lot of resources. The second one is smart resource management. An IaaS provider has to ﬁnd a good balance
between the various customer application requirements and the efﬁcient use of the available resources in the data center. The ECDC
(Energy efﬁCient Data Center) approach we showcase in this demo
is such a smart mechanism for ﬁnding this balance. It leverages
monitoring information from machines as well as network devices
and environmental data to create a coherent view of the current situation in a data center. This alone enables a single network operator
to react to system changes as soon as they happen. However, the
monitoring data is also used by a smart control application to react
in certain situations by redistributing virtual machines, trafﬁc ﬂows
and VLANs as well as powering devices up and down.
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Figure 1: ECDC Architecture
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chines across the servers, and powers down unused devices in order
to ensure an efﬁcient utilization of all resources while maintaining
a good service quality for the customer at all times. The management station achieves this by observing a number of conﬁgured
thresholds and timeouts for each service class. If a monitored parameter, e.g. CPU load, falls below or rises above a threshold for
a certain amount of time as deﬁned by a timeout, the management
station will take action, e.g. by consolidating multiple virtual machines to one host or in the opposite case by spreading them over
multiple hosts. Once such an action is triggered, the network, i.e.
the OpenFlow controller, is immediately notiﬁed and can adapt the
ﬂow rules in the switches according to the new situation with little
delay, minimizing the impact on the service. The gathered information is also presented to the data center operator through a graphical
user interface as illustrated in Figure 2, which displays the current
topology of the network and a time series of monitored values as
conﬁgured by the operator. The operator is then able to facilitate
changes in the operation of the data center, if this is necessary, e.g.
through the introduction of a new service class.

them using our ECDC GUI as our software adapts the resource allocation according to the demand. In the topology section of the GUI
(cf. Figure 2) topology changes caused by the migration of virtual
machines as well as the powering up and down of physical hosts
will be displayed. In the monitoring section the collected information reﬂecting load changes in servers is illustrated by line graphs.
If an OpenFlow switch is selected in the topology display, the monitoring section changes to show the switch’s ﬂow table entries. By
selecting an entry, the path of the corresponding ﬂow through the
network is displayed in the topology section.

4.

CONCLUSION

In this demonstration we showcase our smart data center management software ECDC. It allows for an integrated adaption of
computing and network resources according to the required capacity to ensure a smooth operation of services in an IaaS scenario.
At the same time the software aims to minimize the carbon footprint of the data center in question by consolidating capacities and
powering down those not needed. To achieve this, we leverage the
modern software deﬁned networking approach as well as proven
open-source cloud management software. Challenges we are facing here are the integration of network and server virtualization by
using the OpenVSwitch in combination with OpenNebula. We believe there is a lot of potential for optimization in data centers and
this approach might also be applicable to a larger scale scenario.
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6.

Figure 2: ECDC Operator GUI
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DEMONSTRATION

The demonstration testbed is hosted on the German-Lab [6] (GLab) facility in Wuerzburg, Germany. Four rack servers are used
as computing nodes running OpenNebula [1] and KVM [2] as hypervisor using the Open vSwitch [4] as virtual switch. The management station is hosted on a ﬁfth server running the OpenNebula
management software as well as our Java-based data center management software. The management network is a legacy IP network realized by the Cisco top of rack switch of the G-Lab facility.
As OpenFlow controller, we use BigSwitch’s Floodlight hosted in
a G-Lab virtual machine. The OpenFlow data center network is
represented by a Pronto 3290 OpenFlow switch [5]. The demonstration will show the operation of the ECDC-enabled data center
over the course of a business day. Using our own trafﬁc generator, we emulate the behavior of the two types of users introduced
in Section 2. For demonstration purposes we condensed the emulated ”day” to a short cycle. During the progression of this cycle,
we show the changes in the system as an operator would perceive
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